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PLUMMET OR SOAR

Red Bull Flugtag rules
Tampa, two UCFteams
compete - SEf VARIETY, AS

•
•

Tailgaters to have full liquor license

Motorc des

•

.On~campus eatery preps to 9pen doors Aug. l

.

LIZA KARL
Contributing Writer
.

A . new restaurant, Tailgaters Smokehouse & Spirits,
is the first on-campus restaurant in the U.S. to maintain a
liquor license, according to
Greg Faull, owner and builder,
and-will open on campus
August 1.

Faull has been a busy man.
"It's been a handful," Faull
said, as he has had only one .
day off in the past 100 days. ·
Faull also constructed the
Jimmy John's on campus, and
has had season tickets to the
UCF games. A resident of
Central Florida for 22 years, he
sa,id that he has watched our
campus "grow and grow," so

Tailgaters in ·
Knights Plaza will
offer 49 beers on
tap, a full liquor
bar,awide
selection of wines
and a full menu.

much, that he began the idea
of Tailgaters.
.
Melissa Smith, a sophomore
majoring
in
biotechnoloEffi is particularly
looking forward to going to
Tailgaters during the home
football g~es.
"These days are what
PLEASE SEE
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BCF Women's Rowing team• awaits
completion of new facility

•

ANDREA cANTERBURV
Staff Writer

Members of the UCF
Women's Rowing team are
eagerly awaiting completion
of the $25 n;illlion Intercollegiate Rowing Center on Lake
Pickett Road
The Center is designed
by HOK Architects ~ ~
be set on the South shore of
Lake Pickett, whicli is located just East of UCF's main
campus.
"I know that from day one
when they started construe~
tion, there was so much
excitement and chatter from
the ·team about what was
going on. how long it would
take and when can we move
in," said Tara Rogers, a senior
and team captain. "I really
think it'll help our team
because we'll have a hotne.
We'll have a place where we
can come back to after a
regatta, put our equipment
away and know that it's safe
and that we have the best
facilities and opportunity
that we could have to be the
best team for UCF."
The new facility has been
iri the works for
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Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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GIVING BLOOD SAVES
LIVES. ALSO IS A
REASON FOR COOKIES
The Bloodmobile will be in front of the
Student Union today from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m. Anyone who donates
blood will get a T-shirt, cookies and
juice. Each donation can save three
lives. Call 407-248-5089 for more info.

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Con$Uction of the $2.5 million UCF lnter<ollegiate Rowing Center on Lake Pickett
Road is underway. The 18,000 59. ft. facility is set to be completed mid-September.

more thari five years and is director of Capital Projects
schef!uled t9 be completed for Athletics, which is leadin mid-September, just UJ. .ing the construction effort;
tiine for the team's inaugural said the about 6,000 square
season.
foot clubhouse will have a
The center will consist of meeting room, offices, ontwo parts: the boathouse and site showers and an erg
the clubhouse. The new room where they can pracboathouse will be about tice rowing on erg machines.
12,000 square feet and will An erg machine is described
house the team's boats in as a "rowing on lancl"
bays. Paul Bender, the
machine that helps

players practice their rowing
techniques.
''It's a long time coming:'
Bender said 'Tve been here
since 2001. There's always
been talk about the rowing
facility being built and it

Money ·received
from energy bill

finally, comu.ig to life is defi.-

Researchers from all of
Florida's public universities
are officially joining forces to
improve the state's energy
landscape.
On June 25, _G ov. Charlie
Crist created the Florida
Energy Systems Consortium
when he signed House Bill
7135 at the 2008 Serve To Preserve Florida Summit on
Global Climate Change in
Miami.
HB-7135 will provide $50
million toward the Consorthun. UCF, along with Florida
State University, University
of South Florida and Florida
Atlantic University, will
receive $8.75 million and University of Florida will receive
$15 million.
As part ofUCF, the Florida
Solar Energy Center conducts
much of UCF's leading alternative energy research.
"Our energy center is really the premier 'e nergy center
in the state," said Barb Abney,
directol' of . marketing and
communication for the Office
of Research and Commercialization. "Somehow, [UFJ kind
of usurped us on this one,
they got a bigger share and
they're leading this effort, but
we really do have the leadership as far as statewide energy
research."
Deputy Director Philip
Fairey wrote in an e-mail that
the FSEC and UCF plan to use
·the $8.75 million to enhance

nitelj gratifying to me personally. ~ut it's been a long
time coming and I'm glad to
see it ~oming true:'
Tbe new facility comes at
the end of a very successful
season. but one where teammates worked out together
on one area of campus and
stored their equipment on
another, having to travel 15
minutes or more in between
practice and locker room
locations.
Rogers first visited the
team in 2004 after the busy
hurricane season compromised their original storage
structure. When she started
the season, she said, there
was a tent for boat storage
and a porta-potty to serve
their use for the next few
PLEASE SEE
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TWO KILLED,CHILD
HURT IN SHOOTING;
POLICE INVESTIGATING
Jacksonville police are investigating a
shooting that left a man and woman
dead and a 3-year-old wounded.
Neighbors heard screams and several
gunshots in shooting Tuesday night.
They said a pickup truck pulled into
the town hous~ parking lot.
/

The UCF Women's Varsity Rowing
team practices on Lake Pickett. The
team preps to move into the new
Rowing Center in mid-September.
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Hurricane Dolly's leading edge blew
down signs,damaged an apartment
complex and knocked out electricity to
thousands as it hit the Gulf of Mexico
on either side of the Texas-Mexico
border early on Wednesday.
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HURRICANE DOLLY
CAUSES DAMAGE FROM
WINDS IN TEXAS
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I UCF project chosen as part of NASA program
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
StaffWriter

A space project from UCF
was selected by NASA to be a
part of the agency's Explorer
Program Mission of Opportunity investigations.
The Global-Scale Observations of the Limb and Disk,
also known as GOW, was one
of two projects that were
selected by NASA from a
group of 17 proposals. The
purpose of the project is to
provide first observations of
global-scale temperatures in
the thermosphere, ·observe
the density profiles of oxygen.

and provide real-time observations for Space Weather
First global-scale observations.
The project will involve an
ultraviolet imaging spectrograph being fl.own into space
attached to a geostationary
satellite. This information will
be used to fmd out information about the Earth's thermosphere and ionosphere.
The GOLD project will be
launched on the Explorer
satellite in 2012, and the commercial satellite that the
instrument package will be
PLEASE SEE

GOLD ON A5

From left: Hassan
Foroosh, Richard
Eastes, Andrey
Krywronos, Jim
Harvey and Huiyang
Zhou. The men are
the masterminds
behind the GOLD
Project, selected by
NASA for the Explorer
Mission in 2012.
REEMA DESAI /
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AROUND CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Giving blood saves lives, gets juice

The Bloodmobile 1will be in
front of the Student Union today
from 10 am. until 4 p.m.
Anyone who donates blood
will get a free T-shirt, juice and a
cookie. Each donation could save
three lives.
.
Call 407-248-5089 for more
information.

The Studept Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Meet the various dubs at UCF in fall
During the first annual PegasusPalooza. an events programming schedule ·for the first week
of school, there will be a recruitment for the Knights of the
Round Table. .
KoRT will be hosting Opening Knight, a showcase of more
than 200 student organiz.ations.
The event will be on August
24 at 4:30 p.m.
Go to www.KoRT.getinvolvedUCEcom for more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Two adults killed, 3-year-old
wounded in deadly shooting
JACKSONVILLE - Jacksonville police are investigat-'
ing a shooting that left a man
and woman dead and a 3-yearold wounded.
Neighbors heard screams
and several gunshots in the
shooting Tuesday night.
Neighbm;s said a pickup truck
pulled . into the town house ·
parking lot. One of the men in
the truck ran into the apartment but did not come back
out before the truck left the
scene.
Lt. Pat Ivey of the Jacksonville Sheriff's Office said
one of the bodies was found
outside and the other was
inside.
The 3-year-old child . was
taken to a hospital with nonlife-threatening injuries. The
names of the victims have not
been released. The · shootings bring the
total number of homicides to
80 for .the year, compared with
84 for the same period last
year.

Brother of Colombian drug lord
extradited and charged in Miami
MIAMI - The brother of
an alleged ·Colombian drug
lord was arraigned in federal
court on a 12-count indictment.
Eugenio Montoya Sanchez
appeared before federal judge
Cecilia Altonaga W~dnesday.
Sanchez is the brother of
Diego Montoya Sanchez, who
was arrested by Colombian
authorities in January 2007
and allegedly led the Norte del
Valle cartel.
Eugenio .Montoya · was
extradited· from Colombia in
June and fac.e s charges of
obstruction of justice, witness
retaliation by murder, and
money laundering.
His
attorney,
Hector
Dominguez, entered a plea of
not guilty.

The Centml Florida Futute is the independent, student·
written newspaper at the Unive5ity of Central Rorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
rolumnist and not necessarily those of the edttorial staff
orthe University administration. All content Is propeny of
the Ct!fltmlFlorida Future and may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without pemlission from the publisher.

NEWSROOM

Biology professor presents marine research

407-447-4558

•

•

Contributing Writer ·

News Editors
Coral reefs off the coast of South Florida with tissue
damage are failing to heal when located near land-based
pollution sources that release industrial chemicals, fuel
oils and other contaminants, according to the fmdings of
John E. Fauth, UCF associate professor of biology and his
colleagues.
The research team, consisting of Fauth, Phillip Dustan
and Eric Pante of the College of Charleston's biology
department; Kenneth Banks of the Broward County
Department of Environmental Protection; Bernardo Vargas-Angel of the National Coral R.eef Institute and Nova
Southeastern University Oceanographic Center; and
Craig A. Downs of Haereticus Environmental Laboratory
in Amherst, Va, presented their findings to 2,000 scientists on July 16 at the International Coral Reef Symposium
in Fort Lauderdale.
"Similar finds are being reported worldwide, and coral
reef biologists were dellghted that Gov. Charlie Crist
came to the symposium and signed a bill to close all ofthe
ocean outfalls - pipes that each day send millions of gallons of treated wastewater from
sewage treatment plants - by 2025," Fauth
$aid
World Research Institute's Reefs at
Risk program lists coastal.development
and treated wastewater discharge as
chronic problems for Florida's southeast coast. The reseatch team's project, funded by the Florida Department
of
Environmental
Protection through the Southeast Florida Coral Reef Iriitiative, aims to identify the,chain
of causality land-based pollutants have rendered on the
responses of reef-building
coral and the health of coral
reef communities in the South
Florida Watershed.
"In my opinion, pollutants,
• including nutrients, are the secopd
leading cause of coral reef declines
worldwide, surpassed only by elevated ocean temperatures," Fauth said
Mustard Hill Coral, a common
reef building coral found in the western Atlantic and Gulf ofMexico, taken
from four paired inshore and offshore
locations off Broward County, was
tracked to see how quickly they :r:egenerated tissue lost from lesions made when
they collected tissue samples.
''What was really surprising to me
· was how long it took corals to generate
over lesions," Fauth said. "What
should have taken three to four
months was taking much longer, and
some ofthe samples we had
didn't heal at all.
That was a surprise."
The
samples
were ·
collected
at
four
sites: a
• treated
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COURTESY DR.CRAIG DOWNS

Dr.John Fauth stands beside a GTMO sign on a recent coral sampling trip to Cuba.
Fauth's recent findings found that reefs are at harm near human pollutants.

wastewater outfall of the city of Hollywood, the inlet
mouth of Port Everglades, another outfall beside the Hillsborough Inl~ _mouth and a co~trol site not located near
inlets or outfalls.
·
C~llular diagnostics, equivalent to blood tests for
humans; were used with, traditional coral monitoring
techniques to test coral health and identify causes of the
coral's low vitality -rate. Coral in the control group was
able to heal ~small areas of removed tissue but those
from the oilifalls and lillets were only able to repair lost
tissue at slow rates if at all All; samples were stressed in
comparison to coral colonies from a more pristine site in
the Bahamas.
The loss of coral harms not only reef ecosystems but
the state's economy as it derives millions from ecotourism centered on the coral reefs and the marine life
they provide for. The state recognized SB l302, which
pl.ans to eliminate the use ofocean outfiills for wastewater
disposal in Southeast Florida.by 2025, helping the ailing
coral
.
"Everyone should reduce their use of chemicals, especially those that go down sinks, drains and toilets or are
used on lawns and gardens," Fauth said "Corals need
clean, clear water to grow and reproduce so it is essential
to reduce pollution entering the ocean. Many people
don't realize that there is a national marine sanc:tuary with
beautiful.reefs in the middle ofthe Gulf ofMexico: Flower
Garden Banlcs National Marine Sanctuary. So choices
made by a consumer at the source of the Mississippi River
way up in Bemidji, Minn., could affect reefs in the Gui£
The links are even shorter for residents of coastal counties, especially south of Martin County, Fla., where coral
reefs begin very close to shore."
Fauth and his coll~es· complete report is available
at .
·
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/coastal/programs/coral/report
s/LBSP/Project5-Biomarker_Final_Report_v4.pdf.
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NAPLES - Forty-two c;ents
won't get you very far these
days, but for - a Southwest
Florida man, it was enough to

•

Press

UtZF

Man who allegedly stole 42 cents

•·
•
•
•

•

Editor-in-Chief

KERRI ANNE RENZULLI

from fountain arrested for theft
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Know yourself and know your job
Self-discovery is the key to
understanding what you want to
do with life. Career Services is
hosting a self assessment program, where students can identify interests, values and skills, and
translate that into career choices.
The meeting begins at 3 p.m.
in the Career Services office in
Ferrell Commons.
Call 407-823-2361 for more
information.
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•

•
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may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University
discipline.
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CORRECTION

LET US KNOW

•

In the July 17 issue of the
Central Florida Future, in the
article titled ''Learn to aid disasters," Thomas Bryer instructed
classes at the University of
Southern California
We care about getting the
facts straight every time, so if
you see an error or factual problem in a story, please let us
know by e-mailing the correction
to
<aorrections.cff@gmailcom.;

The Future wants to hear
from you. If y.ou have a club,
organiz.ation or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 _p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
r
J

•

LOCAL WEATHER
Today

TODAY IN DETAIL

Friday

Today: 50 percent chance of rain.

T-STORMS

South southwest winds at 8 mph.

Saturday

SCATTERED Southwest winds at 10 mph.
T-STORMS Tonight: Storms into the evening.

High:87°
Low:J.4°

T-STORMS

High:89°
Low:75°
High:89°
Low:75°
\,
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Money for energy
programs and jobs

•

Batarseh said he believes
Florida's
energy
future
its energy programs and cre- belongs to wind and solar
ate jobs that will "attract power and also said he is planworld-class researchers and ning work with researchers at
provide top-notch research UF and FSU in designing effifacilities."
cient electric chargers for
"It will serve somewhat hybrid cars.
like a 'brain trust' in the conUCF's push has been pritinuing developi;nent
of marily for the construction of · .
advanced energy technology energy-effi~ient buildings.
and energy policy research
"FSEC research has shown
and analysis within the state," · that large improvements in
Fairey wrote in the e-mail. ·
building energy efficiency are
The Consortium will be achievable," Fairey wrote in
directed by the Florida Energy the e-mail, "and this research
and Climate Commission, has resulted in a requirement
which was also created under in the 2008 Florida Energy Act
HB-7135. The policies imple- that new building energy effimented at this year's Summit ciency be increased by 10 perwere a follow-up ·to their cent during each three-year
introduction last summer.
Florida energy code cycle."
"It created a huge splash,
Fairey wrote that by 2019
because he set all of these this requirement would make
goals for Florida, very ambi- new buildings 50 percent
tious goals," Abney said "He more efficient than 2007 stansaid he was going to cut back dards and that he is confident
carbon emissions by 20 per- about the future of zero· enercent and just laid out all these gy building technology.
things we were going to do to
The Consortium could also
be more energy efficient in m.rrture technologies that are
the state."
still developing, like ocean
Through
Consortium · energy, which generates
·funding, the FSEC intends to power from wave movements
strengthen photovoltaic tech- and tide cycles.
nology and hydrogen fuel cell
"Florida Atlantic Universiprograms. ty serves as the lead research
. development
Along with the Florida Power institution for ocean energy,"
Electronics Center, which spe- Fairey wrote in the e-mail,
cializes in energy conversion, "and, I am sure, will make subthe two centers are leading stantial progress in harnessing
most UCF's research in solar this very large Florida energy
energy alternatives.
resource as a result of ConsorIssa Batarseh, director of tium funding."
the Florida Power Electronics
As ambitious as the vision
Center, said energy conver- for the Energy Consortium is,
sion requires interdisciplinary Batai:seh is confident that the
expertise, culminating knowl- legislation is a step in the right
edge in electrical circuits, con- direction.
trols, magnetics and thermo"Time has come to do
dynamics, to name a few.
applied research, system· inte"I'm trying to make the gration
and
delivery,''
process reliable, cost effective, Batarseh said. "I think the
small in size and light in objective of this Consortium
wefght, that's · my goal," is to impact the economy in
Batarseh said. "This Consor- the next three years. The only
tium.will allow us to have that way you're going to affect the
focus in solar energy conver- economy is to have a product
· out."
sion."
FROM A1
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LOCAL & STATE

NATION & WORLD
Keep current with headlinesfrom around the globe

FROM A2

send him to jail.
Naples police say 43year-old
Laslo
Mujzer
swiped 42 cents from the
Coastland Cenfer Mall in
Naples on Monday. Officers
arrested Mujzer after a ·mall
customer saw him fishing
around in the fountain.
· A sign attached to the
fountain said that all coins
thrown into the water are
donated to Habitat for
Humanity.
Mujzer was charged with
petty theft under $100, a misdemeanor, then booked into
the Collier County Jail.
Sheriff's officials · on
Wednesday said a judge had
released Mujzer on his own
recognizance but said he
was in jail on an immigration
hold

f

New potential stadium for the
Florida Marlins will be delayed
MIAMI - A lawsuit challenging the financing plan
for a new Florida Marlins
b~park and other projects
won't be decided for at least
a month.
The bench trial is over a
lawsuit filed by auto dealer
Norman Braman. It contends the proposal improperly diverts money intended
to f.ix urban blight and it
should · be put to a .p ublic
vote.
Miami Circuit Judge Jeri
Beth Cohen said she'll wait
to make a decision on a key
remaining count until tlie
Florida Supreme Court finishes work on a case involving the use of public money
without a vote.
The judge's decision
leaves the planned groundbreaking for the 37,000-seat
baseball stadium in Little
Havana in flux. ·
The team wants to open
the park in time for the 2011
.season.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in t}:te news at
colleges aro-µnd the co_untry

University of Central Arkansas ··
accused of breaking ,budget rules

•
•
•
•

~

.

LITTLE ROCK ~ The
University
of
Central
Arkansas' board of trustees
likely violated state law by giving President Lu Hardin a
. $300,000 bonus from public
funds that exceeded a statemandated salary cap, Attorney General Dustin McDaniel
said Tuesday.
In a letter, McDaniel told
the board's chairman that
trustees used public money
when they tapped into excess
funds from student housing
fees and food and book sales ·
to offer the early bonus. The
attorney general said the
bonus would exceed a cap set
by state law, which allows
state-supported colleges and
universities to exceed ~axi- ·
· mum salary levels by no more
than 25 percent for no more
than 10 percent of its positions.
Trustees approved a bonus ·
package two months ago, giv-:ing Hardin an additional
$60,000 a year for five years
on top of his $253,000 annual
salary. However, meeting minutes and notes did not reflect
trustees approval of the bonus
out of the university's endowment fund The minutes only
showed that the board voted
on a series of personnel decisions in.a single block.
Hardin, a former state lawmaker who worked on bills
regarding Arkansas' Freedom
of Information Act, later told
reporters he deeply regretted
"the mistakes we made." 1
Hardin paid the university
back in a check last week
worth a little bit more than
what he took home after taxes
from the bonus, said university spokesman Warwick Sabin.
The university has said
that Hardin will receive his
deferred compensation only if
private funds are used to
cover the full amount and if
the UCA faculty receives
salary increases. Board of
Trustees chairman Randy
Sims did not immediately
return a call for comment
Tuesday.
-ASSOOATED PRESS

MATT SLOCUM/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ren Garcia walks his dog, Buddy, through downtown Brownsville, Texas, as Hurricane
Dolly, a Category 1, approaches the Rio Grande Valley on Wednesday,July 23, 2008.

Hurricane Dolly causes·dama9e . Christian Bale questioned by
with winds in lexas and Mexrco police over assault accusation
·BROWNSVILLE, Texas
LONDON - .The dark- Hurricane Dolly's leading ness around Batman has
~dge blew down signs, dam- deepened: While audiences
aged an apartment complex were shattering weekend
and knocked out electricity box-office records in the
to thousands as it hit the Gulf U.S., Christian ·Bale was in
Coast on either side 0£ the London, where .his mother
Te:,qtS-Mexico border early arid sister reportedly levWednesday.
eled assault allegations
. Dolly gained strength as against the star of The Dark
the center of the Category 1 Knight that have yet to
hurricane· neared landfall, become clear.
expected around midday.
Bale said the allegations
Forecasters warned of up to . were false Tuesday, hours .
15 inches of rain that could after the Wales-born actor
produce flooding and breach was arrested, questioned
levees in the heavily populat- by London police arid
ed Rio Grande Valley.
released on bail. The 34Dolly had sustained winds year-old actor spent four
of 95 mph, just short of hours talking with authoribecoming a Category 2 hurri- ties but was not charged.
cane. At 9 am. EDT WednesBritish media reported
day, the storm's center was that Bale's mother and sisabout 40 miles east of ter told police he assaulted
Brownsville, moving north- them at the Dorchester
west at about 8 mph.
. 1 Hotel in London on Sunday
A hurricane warning was night, a. day .b~fore attendin effect for the coast-ofTexas ing the European premiere
from Brownsville to Corpus of The Dark Knight. The
Christi and in Mexico fro~ Sun newspaper said the
Rio San Fernando northward complaint was filed by sis. On Texas' South Padre ter Sharon Bale and mother
Island, an apartment com- Jenny Bale.
plex roof partially collapsed
"Christian Bale attended
early Wednesday, though the a London police station
extent of the damage wasn't today on a voluntary basis,"
immediately dear. Residents read a statement from ,
said they didn't believ:e any- Bale's lawyer, Simon Smith,
body was injured, but there of the London!._b a_sed firm
was no immediate informa- Schillings. "Bale, who
tion available from officials.
denies· the allegation, coopImmigration and Cus- erated throughout, gave hi~
toms Enforcement was evac- account in full of the events
uating its Port Isabel Deten- in que_stion, and has left the
. tiQn
Center,
said station without any charge
spokeswoman N'ma Pruneda b~ing made against him by
Fewer than 1,000 people the police."
were being sent to other
A woman, thought to be
detention centers in Texas.
Bale's sister Sharon told
In . the Gulf of Mexico, · reporters "it's a family matShell Oil evacuated workers ter" from her home in
from oil rigs, but said it didn't. Corfe Mullen, 110 miles
expect . production· to be southwest o:( London. A
affected It also secured wells man who answered the
and shut down production in door at the home of Jenny
the Rio Grande Valley, where Bale
in .
µearby
it primarily deals in natural Bournemouth said she did
gas.
·
not want to comment.
Mexico's state-run · oil
company, Petroleos Mexi- Free SP,eech zones will be used
canos, said it had evacuated in BeiJing for summer Olympics
66 workers from an oil platBEIJING - .Beijing will
form off the coast of the port · set up specially designated
city of Tampico:
zones for protesters during
next month's OJympics, a
security
official
said
Condoleezza Rice meetswith
Wednesday, in a sign China's
North Korea, b~aks hiatus
. SINGAPORE - Secre- authoritarian government
tary of State Condoleezza may allow some demonstraRice met North Korea's top tions during the games.
diplomat here Wednesday,
Worries about terrorist
eriding a four-year hiatus in attacks, both from internacabinet-level
contacts tional groups and Muslim
between the Bush adminis- separatists from western
tration and the Stalinist state China, and about protests of.
any kind have prompted one
over its nuclear program.
Rice and North Korean of ~hina's broadest security
Foreign Minister Pak Ui clampdowns in years. The
Chun smiled for photos as overall effect is that while
they greeted each other and ·Beijing looks cheerful, with
their counterparts from the colorful Olympic banners
four other nations - China, and new signs, the city feels
Japan, Russia and South tense.
.
Vehicle checkpoints ring
Korea - involved in the
effort to get the North to Beijing. Visa rules have been
abandon atomic· weapons. tightened to keep out forThe diplomats were accom- eign activists. Police have
panied by dozens of aides, swept Beijing neighborand reporters couldn't see if hoods to remove Chinese
who have come to the capiRice and Pale shook hands.
"I think this is quite signif- tal to complain about local
icant;' said Chinese Foreign government ·'misdeeds, and
Minister Yang Jiechi. '.'It known political critics and
shows the six parties have the underground
Christians
political will to move forward have been told to leave.
But Liu Shaowu, director
with the· six-party talks
for security for the Beijing
process."
"We should all continu- Olympic organizing comously contribute to ' the mittee, said Wednesday that
progress of this process," areas in at least three public ·
Yang added ''When we look parks near outlying sporting
back we find that because of venues have been set aside
this spirit of mutual benefit for use by demonstrators.
The remarks were the
and win-win progress we
have been able to overcome first public confirmation
quite a few difficulties and that Beijing may tolerate a
we have completed the modest amount of protest at
implementation of the initial an Olympics that the govphase."
ernment hoped would be
Yang said the parties had flawless, boosting its popumade "n;iajor headway'' in larity at home and China's
obtaining verifiable account- image abroad
ing of North Korea's nuclear
program.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UCF's Center for Research and Education in Optics and Lasers (CREOL) contributed to GOLD's success because optic research was vital.

GOLD project to launchin2012
FROM

•

0
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flying on has not yet been chosen.
UCF physicist Richard
Eastes is the project's principal
investigator, a job that Eastes
describes as being the person
who NASA holds responsible
for everything that goes right
and goes wrong.
'We are basically looking at
the Earth's upper atmosphere," Eastes said. "In layman's tenns, if there is weather in Earth, there is · also
weather in space. They are not
closely coupled in any way, as
far as we understand it at the
moment, there might be some
coupling, but we need ,clear
evidence of any close coupling.
'What we are trying to do
is better understand ... what
space weather is and how it
responds to the sun's influence."
In addition to Eastes, the
GOLD project involves members of numerous different
professors and grad students
from UCF. From the university's Center for Research and
Education in Optics and
Lasers is professor James Harvey, and from the School of
· Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science are profes-

sors Hassan Foroosh, Jun
Wang and Huiyang Zhou. who
work to deyelop. Also on the
project is Andrey Krywonos, a
post-doctoral researcher who
recently was awarded a Ph.D.
from CREOL Eastes' research
is being conducted at UCF's
Florida Space Institute at
Kennedy Space Center.
Some portions of the project will be handled by sources
outside of UCF. The GOLD
project;s toaster-sized camera
that will be used for collecting
the data of the densities and
temperatures of the · Earth's
thermosphere and ionosphere
is currently being built at the
University of Colorado.
The GOLD project was one
of two project proposals
selected by NASA to be a part.
of the next Explorer Program
Mission of Opportunity investigations. The other project
selected is a High-Resolution
Soft X-Ray Spectrometer
(SXS) that is designed to help
observe black holes and help
gain infomiation to how galaxies are born and change.
The Explorer Program was
first started on Jan. 31, 1958, by
the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency. The Explorer Program is America's first successful launch of an artificial
satellite. The project's mission

is to help those interested in
doing scientific studies to have
the ability to do their research
in space. For the past 50 years
the Explorer program has
played an important part in
many scientific discoveries,
such as the shape ofthe Earth's
gravity field and properties of
micrometeoroids that fall onto
Earth.
Currently, the missions of
the Explorer Program are
divided in five parts: the Medium-class Explorers missions,
the Small Explorers missions, '
the University-class Explorers
missions, International missions and the Missions of
Opportunity missions.
The Missions of Opportunity portion of the Explorer
Program, which UCF is a part
of, is a series of scientific
investigations that costs
NASA. less than $35 niillion.
The GOLD project currently
has been granted $250,000 to
help those involved in the
project to develop a concept
study.
"It's wonderful;' Eastes said
about representing UCF. "I ·
eertainly feel very fortunate to
be at UCF working on this ..
And I'm looking forward to
working with more UCF students on this and the other "fac-:
ulty members."

Al

They are experienced behind
the bar and ·will also be put
through the Brewmaster's
education course.
"Service here is more
important than anything else,"
Faull said.
The menu is diverse and
ranges in price from $5 for an
appetizer to $22 for a 20 oz.
sirloin steak. Faull recommends any of the barbecue, a
grouper dog or the pork
chops, which are battered and
fried, then mixed with buffalo
sauce. Food specials will be
offered, along with $2 pints of
Yuengling every day.
"I am graduating in the
summer, but I will definitely
be stopping by Tailgaters to
see what it is all about," said
Nicole Berning. a hospitality
managementseniot
Tailgaters will be open from
ll a.m. to 2 am. On Aug. 29,
Tailgaters will be kicking off
the season with a performance
by the band First Hit at 9 p.m.

are in the works.
Faull is planning on having
an amateur DJ night, where
guests hook up their iPod
stereos and ifit plays throughout the restaurant for 30 minutes without getting a "Boo!"
the owner of the iPod gets a
free pitcher of beer. Bar tab
bingo, movie nights and special performers are also going
to be featured
"It's a casual place to hang
out and drink a lot of beers,"
Faull said
Tailgaters wiJ-! b"e offering
"Beer College" two times a
month, where a guest can
receive their associate's,
bachelor's; or master's degree
in "Brewology." The purpose
is to educate students on the
different types of beer and ale.
If passed, a certificate will be
received. Wine tastings and
classes will also be offered
Faull has hand-selected the
best bar staff that he could
find from all over Orlando.

Tailgaters was basically made
for and will be a good centralized location for meeting up
before and after games," Smith
said
Tailgaters, located just past
the Barnes and Noble near
Bright House Networks Stadium, will be open during every
home game. Faull plans to set
up tables and chairs outside in
a fanned area, along with
kiosks selling food and beer. A
22 oz. Buclweiser or Bud Light
will be sold for $5, and smoked
ribs and chicken are among
some of the food that will be
sold.
"It's about getting people
here to party," Faull said.
The restaurant features 49
beers on tap, a full liquor bar, a
wide selection of wines and a
full menu. The restaurant is
equipped with 12 plasma televisions inside and two outside,
and many specials and events

Nevv facility features erg machines
FROM

Al

years.
"It was very challenging,
but I think it made us stronger
because we definitely weren't
pampered," Rogers said
Teammate and former
lightweight captain . Taylor
Wiatt agreed that the facilities
weren't up to par with the
team's performance. She said
she's very excited about the
construction and its impact on
recruitment and participation.
"It's a lot more appealing to
go to a place, like a facility,
other than a tent," Wiatt said
"I think that it will help recruitment
and
participation
because this is going to be ·a
brand new facility, it is going to
be beautiful from what I
understand and I totally
believe that."
Wiatt is a walk-on college
recruit who was attracted to
the sport's good workout$ and
required time management
skills. She said she hopes more

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

The Intercollegiate Rowing Facility is under construttion on the south shoreline of Lake
Pickett. The facility is scheduled to o.pen in the fall semester, sometime in September.

people will come out to events . nications.
to learn about rowing and see
The team is hoping that the
what the team does on a day- addition of this facility to the
UCF community will only
to-day basis.
'½. state-of-the-art project encourage future participation
like the Intercollegiate Rowing and recruitment. There will be
Center also will enable UCF to an informational meeting Aug.
continue to recruit with the 28 at 7 p.m. in the Student
best programs in the country," U:nion for anyone who wants
said Brian Ormiston in an e- to learn more about the rowing
mail interview, the assistant program and what it has to
director of Athletics Commu- offer.
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Johnson reaches
Final Four round

WNBA BRAWL BREAKS OUT
BElWEEN SPARKS AND SHOCK

WILLIAM PERRY

DETROIT - Lisa Leslie and Candace
Parker are the only players to have
dunked in aWNBA game.
On Tuesday night, they were involved
· in a skirmish. Parker was one ofthree
players ejected, along with Detroit
assistant coach Rick Mahom, after the
scuffle with 4.6 seconds left in the Los
Angeles Sparks'84-81 victory over the
Shock.
It started moments after Parker and
Detroit's Cheryl Ford had to be
separated after Ford fouled Parker. On
the next possession, Parker got tangled
up with Detroit's Plenette Pierson and
fell to the ground As Parker was getting
up, Pierson hovered over the Sparks'
rookie, who pulled her to the ground.
Parker then was tackled by the
Shock's Deanna Nolan. Players and
coaches from both teams joined in,and
Mahom -who said he simply was
trying to separate players - pushed
Leslie at one point and knocked her to
the court. Los Angeles' Delisha MiltonJones then pushed and punched
Mahom in the back.
Although the league, now in its 12th
season, is still looking to broaden its fan
base,this is hardly what anyone had in
mind.
'lhis is not the way we want to
represent ourselves and the WNBA,"
Leslie said,"and for itto be a television
game, obviously, it'll probably make .
some highlights. And this is notthe way
we want to get attention."

Staff Writer

UCF golfer David Johnson
went into' Friday afternoon's
semifinal match on a high
note after dominating in the
morning at the 83rd U.S. Public Links Amateur Championship, but he was unable to
reproduce that play. ·
"I thought the way I was
playing that there was no one
who could beat me, and I
would win," Johnson said.
''But I went into the afternoon
flat and it didn't work out."
To get to that point, Johnson defe~ted Kyle Leach of
Louisville, Ky., 5 and 4, ending
the match about an hour early.
That early finish left Johnson
to wait around before playing
in the semifinals.
''For my afternoon match, I
had to wait and wait because I
got done real early, and I think
it made me come out kind of
cold;" Johnson said
Johnson had nearly three
hours between the end of the
morning round and the semifinal match against john Chin
of Temecula, Cali£
"If the match had started
sooner I feel I may have
played better," Johnson said "I
guess · I got cold. I tried to
warm up like normal, but it
was tough."
Johnson was forced to figh
from the beginning as Chin
got off to a very quick start,
winning holes two and three
and then adding the sixth to go
3-up. Johnson finally won a
. hole when Chin made a bogey
on the par-3 8th hole, but Chin
squashed Johnson's chances at
a comeback when he won the
next hole, the short par-4 at
348 yards to go back to 3-up.
Chin then added the 13th to
his favor. Johnson took the

CFF ARCHIVE

UCF Football coach George O'Leary announced Tuesday that junior running back Phillip Smith was dismissed from the program for violating undisclosed team rules and policies.

UCF running back dismissed from program
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor.

The situation surrounding UCF Footl;>all's running game and life after Kevin'Smith became
. more uncertain Tuesday after head coach qeorge O'Leary announced that junior running back
Phillip Smith was kicked off the team.
·
''Phillip Smith has been dismissed from the football program for violation of team rules and
policies," O'Leary said in a statement to the media Tuesday. No further explanation has been given
as of Wednesday afternoon.
Central Florida News 13 has reported that Smith was let go last week by the UCF coaching staff
for undisclosed reasons.
Smith, who was the Knights' second-leading rusher last season, was expected to be the frontrunner for the team's starting running back spot _after Kevin Smith decided to take his talents to
the NFL
'
Phillip Smith suffered a leg injury early i.µ spring practice, but was nearing a full recovery.
Smith ended the 2007 season with 246 yards and four touchdowns on 52 carries. Although he
did have to battle some problems at times with fumbling the ball, Smith was routinely used as the
team's top backup runner last season. His best game was a 90-yard, two-touchdown performance
. at SMU on Nov.17. Smith accumulated 176 yards on 49 carries in eight games as a freshman in
2006.
The Knights will now decide its startjng running back for 2008 amongst a group of five freshmen. Redshirt freshman.Ronnie Weaver is the only one of the bunch who has .my experience in
playing college football. Weaver didn't play in 2007, but he did run for 45 yards and a touchdown

SPAIN'S CARLOS SASTRE TAKES
17TH STAGE,YELLOW JERSEY

ALPE D'HUEZ, France- Carlos Sastre
of Spain won the 17th stage ofthe Tour
de France, taking the overall lead
Wednesday from CSC teammate Frank
Schleck on the hardest ride up three
huge Alpine dimbs.
Sastre took the yellow jersey by
speeding ahead ofthe main title
contenders in the final ascent ofthe
130.8-mile ride from Embrun to ~Alpe
d'Huez. And in the end for Sastre,all the
dimbs paid offwith great satisfaction.

PLEASE SEE

FIVE .ON A7

PHILLIP ·
SMITH

PLEASESEEJOHNSON ON A7

Dismissed:

. Smith was kicked off
the Knights this
week. He was the
team's secondleading rusher last
season and expected
2008 starter.

'

The probable replacements

Overall, Sastre leads Schleck by 1
minute,24seconds,and Bernhard Kohl
of Germany by 1:33. Christian Vande
Velde ofthe United States is slxth,4:41
back.

COURTESY UCFATHLETICS

OLYMPICS
RONNIE WEAVER

LEBRON JAMES, NEWEST
INJURY CASE ON TEAM USA

•
•
•

LAS VEGAS - LeBron James limped
from the trainer's table to a nearby
folding chair,extremelycareful notto
put any pressure on his sprained right
ankle.
Afew feet away, Dwayne Wade
conducted interviews with ice packs on
both knees, with Kobe Bryant_striking
the same pose to his right.To Wade's
left, Carmelo Anthony was getting his
shoulder wrapped by a trainer.
This didn't quite look like a team
prepared to conquer the basketball
world
James was hurt when he landed on
Kevin Durant's foot during a dosed
saimmage between the U5. team and
a select squad of young NBA players at
valley High School.
Coach Mike Krzyzewski said he would
know more on Wednesday,after James
J1as had a chance to rest.
"He thinks it's a mild sprain,"
Krzyzewski said
James could possibly practice
Wednesday,but the team would surely
prefer to let him rest for now with still a
few weeks until the Olympics.

..

VANCE KING

Men's soccer announces challenging schedule
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

CfFARCHJVE

- ASSOCIATED PRES~·

UCF golfer David Johnson was eliminated
in the semifinal round ofthe Public Links
Amateur Championship on Friday.

1

UCF senior midfielder Ryan Roushandel controls the ball during the Knights' 2-1 loss to the Tulsa Golden Hurricane on Oct 21 at the UCF
Soccer Complex. Roushandel will be one of the m"'1 leaders of a UCF team that has a 2008 schedule filled wittr high-level opposition.

The UCF Men's Soccer
team will .fafe five teams that
advanced to the NCAA Tournament a year ago, according
to its 2008 schedule, which
was released Tuesday.
The highlight of the schedule comes in a matchup with
the Ohio State Buckeyes on
Aug. 31 in Colum,bus. The
Buckeyes were the College
Cup runner-up last season.
''We are looking forward to
another tough non-conference
schedule that will prepare us
for the rigors of Conference
USA. which will be extremely
competitive this year,'' secondyear head coach Bryan Cunningham said in a press
release. ''We are very fortunate
to go to Columbus and play
Penn State and Ohio State to
open the season. .

-

''We want to let the incoming players know right away
that this sets the stage for the
type of opponents we will face
all Se3$0n long, and it's always
good to play teams that are
outside of your region as well"
Before taking on the Buckeyes, the Knights will open up
the season with three exhibition matches against Rollins,
St. Leo and the College of
Charleston on Aug. 15, 19 and
23, respectively. The Knights
will then travel to Columbus
for the Bert & Iris Wolstein
Classic, where they will face
Penn State in the season opener on Aug. 29 before taking on
Ohio State.
After going 0-6-2 in Conference USA play last season, the
Knights will try to improve on
that record when they open
conference play, hosting
PLEASE SEE
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Johnson becomes fan favorite Cross country begins
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next hole, but it just wasn't
enough, as Chin went on to
close the match with an eagle
at the 603-yard par-515th hole.
"It just worked out that way,"
Johnson said ''He played good
and I played bad, and it was
unfortunate my bad round
came at the end"
The crowd was very receptive as they cheered Johnson
throughout the roup.d, Johnson said. Though he didn't
win, he came away with a
bronze medal for his accomplishments at the championship and a full boat of confidence for the future.
"I'm extremely satisfied
with how I finished, and I
think people will start to take
notice," Johnson said. "It's a
great accomplishment, and it's
something to build on for the
futur_e. The crowd was big,
and 1t makes you feel good
about yourself when they
announce your name and
everyone is clapping and
cheering you on.
"It was great. The fans
were asking for my autograph,
and it wasn't -just kids, but
adults too."
With Johnson gone, Chin
faced off against Jack Newman of Des Moines, Iowa, Saturday morning in a 36-hole
match for the championship.
Chin held Newman off

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
SO CLOSE

SO FAR

UCF golfer D~vid Johnson was knocked
out ofthe USGA Public Links Amateur
Tournament in the semifinals.Wrth
two more wins, he would have earned ·
an invitation to the 2009 Masters.

Johnson came up short of the
championship, but he may feel some
sense of accomplishment in knowing
that in two previous tries, he failed to
make the cut at this tournament.

AND THE WINNER IS ...

UP NEXT
Johnson will be a part of the Florida
Amateur Match Play Championship in
Ocala from Aug.10-13.

Jack Newman earned the invitation by
winning the tourney. He defeated John
Chin in the final round.

through 18 holes, as he was 1down. Newman didn't allow
that to last though, ·and he
went on to a 5 and 3 victory to
to earn an invitation to the
2009 Masters.
Johnson opened up match
play with a 6 and 5 victory to
beat his opponent in the
round of 64 and smoothly
defeated h1s other mat~h play
opponents. He tied for 26th in
stroke play out of 156 players
to get to the match play portion with a 3-under-par 68 in
the first round and a 4-overpar 75 in the second round, a
total of 143, to advance.
"It was an unbelievable and
phenomenal
accomplishment," UCF Men's Golf head
coach Nick Clinard said. "I
really wanted him to win the
whole thing, but he played
well nonetheless. He's going

to break out next year, and he
has a great chance to be anAll-

American."
The 83rd U.S. Amateur
Public Links Championship
was held at Murphy Creek
Golf Course from July 14-19. It
is one of 10 individual amateur championships that the
United States Golf Association organizes. To qualify for
the event, Johnson shot
rounds of 67 and 72 at Bloomingdale Golfers Club in Valri_
co, Fla
The tournament marked
Johnson's third appearance at
the U.S. Public Links Amateur.
In his two prior appearanceS;
he failed to advance to match
play.
Johnson will be playing in
the Florida Amateur MatchPlay Championship and the
U.S. Amateur in August.

with two meets at home
ALLEN LEVIN
StaffWriter

Last week, Caryl Smith
Gilbert, head coach of both
UCF
Women's
Cross
Country and UCF Women's
Track and Field, announced
the women's cross country ·
schedule for 2008.
This year's schedule is
very competitive for the
Knights. There are nine total
meets, two of which will be
home contests. Last year's
schedule did not include any
home meets, so for some of
the athletes, this will be a new
COURTESY OF UCF ATHLETICS
experience.
Jamie Rzepecki will be one of the
The pair of home meets Senior
leaders of the Knights' cross country
includes the UCF Black and squad this upcoming season.
Gold Challenge on Sept. 5 and
the UCF Cross Country Invi- Championships,"
Smith
tational on Sept.13. The other Gilbert said. "I expect our
seven away meets include the runners to eclipse their indihighly touted Conference vidual bests each time they
USA Champio.µships in compete;
Memphis, Tenn., on Novem"I am excited that our prober 1st.
gram has the opportunity to
"The
schedule
was host two meets on campus.
designed to give our runners a Hosting the two events will
chance to prepare for the not only give our student-athConference USA and NCAA letes the chance to run at

UCF to see Ohio State, USF
FROM

Five freshmen left to compete
FROM

•
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during UCF's spring game on
Aprill2.
_
Past Weaver, the four running backs on the Knights are
true freshmen.
Brandon
Davis, at 5-foot-9, 195 pounds,
has drawn comparisons by
CFF ARCHIVE
some scouts to Jacksonville
Behind Phillip Smith are five players who
Jaguars running back Maurice will compete for UCF'.s starting running
Jones-Drew.
'
back spot - all of whom are freshmen.
Latavius Murray was
named the Gatorade Player of - 2007.
the Year in the state of New
Brynn Harvey scored 31
York by Rise Magazine for touchdowns in 2007 at Largo

High School He also ran for
the same amount of yards as
Kevin Smith did last season 2,567.
Vance King was recruited
by more than 20 schools,
including Florida, Lousiana
State, 'Michigan and Ohio
State.
·
The Knights' 2008 season
kicks off against the South
Carolina State Bulldogs on
Aug. 30. Start time is slated for ·
6 p.m., inside Bright House
Networks Stadium.

A6

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

Memphis on Sept. 20.
The Knights' longest
homestand of the year is set
for Oct. 8-14. UCF will host
Florida International on Oct. 8
before welcoming UAB and
USF to Orlando on October 11
and 14, respectively. South
Florida reached the third
round of the 2007 NCAA
Tournament ·and finished
with a 14-6-2 record last season.
UCF will close out the
home schedule against Florida
Atlantic on Nov. I before going
on the road to face South Car- ·
olina to end the regular season

TOUGH TASKS
The Knights will face five teams that
made it to the NCAA Tournament in
2007: Ohio State,Old Dominion,Tulsa,
SMU and South Florida.
ROADWEARY?

Five of UCF's first seven matches this
season areawayfrom Orlando.
schedule on Nov. 7.
The Knights will try to
improve on their 4-12-2 record
from 2007 by welcoming baak
their leading goal scorer,
senior Ryan Roushandel, who

IDABBil\\
Lounge

«Alafaya Trail

S545/mo.

Surf

Limited Availabi i

Cook

Serve
·ve

scored eight goals last season.
UCF will also welcome back
sophomore goalkeeper Sean
Johnson, who made 83 saves
last season and played 17 of 18
games as a freshman.

SUMMER
SPECIALI

Stretch

p

TURN, TURN, TURN .:.AROUND
Led by top offensive player, midfielder
Ryan Roushandel, and goalkeeper Sean
· Johnson, the Knights will look to
eliminate the feelings of how their
2007 season ended. UCF wound up last
in Conference USA and finished the
campaign on a 10-game losing streak.

11801 Boanlwalk Drive • Orlando, Fl 32826

Play -

H

home, but will also create
exposure for our team-and
UCF in the Florida running
community."
Some of the Knights' other
meets include the Mountain
Dew Invitational, the FSU
Invitational,
the
FLrunners.com Invitational
and the Disney Classic.
The Knights' ultimate goal
would be to compete in the
NCAA South Region Championships on Nov. 15 in
Knoxville, Tenn., and the
NCAA Championships in
Terre Haute, Ind, on Nov. 24,
Smith Gilbert said
The squad brings back two
top pei:formers from last year,
Jamie Rzepecki and Kelly
McNeill.
Last year, Rzepecki finished in 11th place in the
Mountain Dew Invitational
and sixth place in the Stetson
Invitational. McNeill took 11th
place in the FLRunners.com
Invitational last year.
With a strong nucleus and
two home meets, Smith
Gilbert said the team will look
to have a successful season.
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Team Party Fowl, no
"flug" on the "tag,"
plummet 30ft. in front of
110,000 people in Tampa.

•

.,

AMANDAMOORE/
CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

UCF students compete in Red Bull .Flugtag

..,,

DANIEL WALSH
Contributing Writer

UCF students comprised two of
Each team of five people is placing fall short with a low scoring and choreography; which ended with
the 35 teams, each attempting to defy required to build an aircraft weighing jump.
one of the members wearing a blonde
gravity using human-powered air- less than·450 pounds (including the
When asked down at the recovery wig mirroring Pamela Anderson's
crafts last Satµrday at Red Bull Flugtag weight of pilot) and having a · zone why people should vote Party character, C.J. Parker.
After such an impressive performwingspan no longer than 30 feet
Fowl to win the People's Choice
USAinTampa
Lightweight IJ,13.terials like PVC, Award. one ofthe crew members said. ance, the teams that followed h~d a
A new record for attendance at a
Flugtag USA event was set in Tampa cardboard and Styrofoam were the "Because we're a keg, and we're awe- difficult time matching Team Tampa
·
Bay Watch's impressive launch. The
Free admission and $2 cans of Red most popular materials used in con- some."
Bull attracted more than 100,000 peo- struction of the aircrafts. Only 35
Orlando team the Flight Jrunkies' Wrong Brother's tried their best to
ple.
· .
.
teams were selected ·from the 300 craft could pass for a real jet, if it was- beat the record by tapping into the
n't made of Styrofoam and parachute power of the flying fish. Dressed as
Spectators jammed into and applications for Flugtag in Tampa
around Tampa Bay to watch the teams
All 35 teams lined up at the gates so material Despite the realism, Jrunkies · crustaceans, .the Wrong Brothers
talce flight The weather was perfect the public could see the aircrafts in pilot Dave Echeverry said their team danced and eventually stripped to
for the event: sunny, a slight breeze their pre-flight glory before they suc- wasn't talcing itself too seriously. their Speedos to the song ''It's Raining
and temperatures in the 90s. Many Cl.illlbed to a watery fate.
'We're here to have fun," Echeverry Men" The stripping seemed to work
spectators quickly quenched their
UCF team the Wrong Brothers said With more than 1,000 jumps because they launched the flying fJSh a
thirst by chugging a few Red Bulls or built an aircraft, which according to between the members, the team respectable 23 feet before talcing a
- nosedive into the river. .
nature, should fly. It was designed in expected to fall with grace.
beer.
Boats, kayaks and yachts clustered the shape of a flying fish. "Our inspiraSome aircrafts were designed for
The Flight Jrunkies knew they
together on the Hillsborough River tion came from a flying fish with a flight, but most were built for novelty were in for a rough landing and their
well before the .frrst team lifted off cre- record of 45 seconds of hang time," and fanfare. Teams drew inspiration skit showed it. After applying a giant
said An Le, a master's student in frommanysources. Team Red Baron's pink Band-Aid to their aircraft, they
ating a carnival-like atmosphere.
Teams from Florida - four of mechanical engineering at UCF and craft resembled Snoopy's famous red ran confidently along the launch strip
which were from Orlando - Texas, member of the Wrong Brothers. Le doghouse/airplane. Team Super Awe- only to have one of the planes cardMassachusetts and New York partici- believed his team had an advantage in some Mario Kart Forever's team were board propellers fall off. The plane
pated in the crazy, energy drink fueled, the competition because oftheir expe- dressed .a s notable Super Mario char- landed a median distance of 18 feet
rience with aerodynamics. 'We have acters. Two teams, The Bread Wm- before sinking into the river. At the
kamikaze-style event that is Flugtag.
Flugtag is German for "flight day." three aerospace engineers and two ners and Jamon y Queso, designed recovery zone, Echeverry smiled
Red Bull Flugtag is the brainchild of mechanical engineers, we'll win!" he their crafts in the likeness of Cuban, when asked about their run 'We ususandwiches.
ally land on a canopy and not face
Red Bull creator Dietrich Mateschitz.
said
A panel of judges included Tampa first," he said
Although they launched only 11
The first Flugtag event was in
At the end of the day, Team Tampa
Vienna, Austria in 1991. Since then, feet, the UCF team of civil engineers, Bay Buccaneers Defensive Tackle
more than 35 cities around the world Party Fowl. wooed the college mem- Chris Hovan and the youngest pilot to Bay Watch walked away with first
have hosted Red Bull Flugtag. This bers ofthe crowd with their enormous fly around the world, Barrington Irv- place for their spectacular first flight
year's Flugtag USA tour began in half-chicken, half-keg shaped aircraft. ing. All the crafts would be scored one ofthe competition Second place went
Tampa, and continues with two more Members of Party Fowl dressed up as to 10 based on distanc:e traveled, open- to Air Gilligan with 32 feet, and The
Little Engine That Could took third
stops in Portland and Chicago.
red Solo cups and performed their ing skit and craftsmanship.
The first team set the bar high with place with 21 feet. The Tampa Bay
Prospective teams submit flight choreography to the sounds of''Teqt,tlplans, including sketches of the air- la" After performing the chicken an amazing flight ofl09 feet. The local Derby Darlings won the People's
craft they plan to launch, from the 30- dance, Party Fowl barreled down the Team Tampa Bay Watch opened their Choice trophy with their roller skatefoot high flight deck.
runY13y only to have their hopes of routine with music from Bay Watch shaped aircraft.
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NY. graces Orlando art scene
MARY CRISTOBAL
Contributing Writer

•
•
•
•

At Millenia Fine Art
Gallery's The Best & The
Brightest exhibit on July 18,
guests were greeted by a portrait of Sen. Hillary Clinton
The realist painting was
illustrated by Sarah Ferguson
and hung across the gallery's
doorway, where the senator
appeared face-forward, with
her index fmger touching her
thumb.
Meant to make a strong

political statement, the painting
was showing the senator as she
was trying to malce a point in a
speech, with an American flag
as her backdrop.
Ferguson is one of the 12
artists from New York City's
School of V1Sual Arts who is
showcased at the Millenia Fine
Art Gallery's show titled The
Best & The Brightest.
"I was looking for quality
and diversity," said Josh Garrick, organizer of the exhibit
and also a previous SVA
instructor, in a press release.

''The excitement derives when
one considers the future in art
that these extraordinarily talented artists may look forward
to."
. Fifty-two small paintings
covered one wall with one subject matter: a tree near a body
of water. Artist Jeffrey Blondes
did an evolution study of a
landscape and how climate
affected the tree and body of
water. Across the paintings,
there was a digital video of the
PLEASE SEE MILLENIA ON A9

..
•
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Two paintings of Sen. Hilary Clinton by artist Sarah Feguson adorn the entrance to the
Best and Brightest gallery opening reception at Millenia Fine Arts Collection on July 19.
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MOVIETIMES

www. Centra/Floridafuture. com

Confetti.~ sing-a-lonw,

•

ASHLEY INGUANTA
Staff Writer

•
Step Brothers, Apatow Productions

•
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Step Brothers
(R) 12:15, 12:55,2:45,3:35,5:20 7:15 8:00 10:05 .
10-30, 12:35a
'
'
' . '

The X-Files: IWantto Believe

.

(PGl-13) 12:00, 1:00, 2:35, 4:15, 5:05, 7:20, 7:50, 8:20
9:55, 10:30, 11:30, 12:30a, 1:00a
,
'

The Dark Knight
(PG-13) 11:50a, 12:20, 12:50, 1:20, 1:50,2:40,3:10,
3:40, 4:10, 4:40, 5:10,.6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:10, 8:40,
9:20, 9:50, 10-10, 10:50, 11:30, 12.ilOa, 12:40a, 1:10a

MammaMia!
(PG-13) 12:30, 1:25,3:25,4:50 7:40 8:15 10:10
10:45, 12:45a
'
' ·'
'

Space Chimps
(G) 12:05, 2:10,4:30, 6:50, 9:10, 11:20

Hellboy II: The Golden Anny

(PG-13)4:20,7:55, 11:00,
Open Captioned & Desoiptive Audio Showtimes
1:10
.

Journey to the Center ofthe Earth

(PG) 12:10, 2:30, 5:00, 7:25, 9:45, 12:15a

Meet Dave
(PG) 12:35, 3:30

Hancock
(PG-13) 12:40, 4:35, 7:35, 10:00, 12:15a

Wall-E
(G) 11 :55a, 2:20, 4:55, 7:10, 9:35

Wanted
(R) 12:45, 4:00, 7:45, 10:40

Get Smart .

(PG-13) 1:45, 4:25, 7:05, 9:40, 12:25a

- listings for Frtday, July 25

ONLINE COVERAGE
The Queues by Jonathan Hohensee
local band holds CO release party at
the Denny's on International Drive,
the eggs-act late night special.

Cultural Pop by Kris Kelly

'

Nintendo redefines the spectrum of
hardcore games to include Animal
Crossing and Wii Music, for shame. ·

Retail Show by Jonathan Hohensee .
Christian Book Sellers Association
sponsored the International Christian
Retail Show, displayed religious wares.

Quid Flix by William Goss
Anand Tucker discuss his latest film
When Did You Last See Your Father?

along with other movie reviews.
Go to www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

'HIGH FIVES
For the week ending July 21

TELEVISION
1. America's Got Talent, NBC
2. Wipeout, ABC
3. The Bacheloiette

(Monday, 10 p.m.), ABC
·4. CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, CBS
5. The Bachelorette

(Monday,'8 p.m.), ABC
FILM
' 1. The Dark Knight

2. Mammo Mia!
3.Hancock
4. Journey to the Center ofthe Earth
5. Hellboy II: The Golden Army

HOT FIVE
1."I Kissed a Girl;' Katy Perry. Capitol .
2."Take a Bow;' Rihanna. SRP/Def
Jam/lDJMG
3. "Lollipop;' Lil Wayne feat. Static Major.
Cash Money/Universal Motown
4."Forever;' Chris Brown. Jive/Zomba
5. "Bleeding Love," Leona Lewis.
SYCO/J/RMG
ALBUMS
1. Tha Carter Ill, Lil Wayne..Cash
Money/Universal Motown/UMRG
2. Viva La Vida or Death and Al/His
Friends, Coldplay. Capitol
3. Camp Rock, Soundtrack. Walt Disney
4. Modem Guilt, Beck. DGUIGA/
5. Rock nRoll Jesus, Kid Rock. Top
Dog/Atlantic/AG
CONCERT ?'OURS
1. Kenny Chesney
2. Bon Jovi
3. Jay-VMary J. Blige
4. Bruce Springsteen & The
EStreet Band
5.The Police
VIDEO SALES
1. 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
(Special Edition), Buena Vista

Home Entertainment
2. Yoga Conditioning for Athletes,

Gaiam Video
3. Sesame Street Presents: Follow
That Bird, Warner Home Video
4. Shark Talit, Paramount

Home Entertainment
5. King ofthe Ring: Long UvetheKing,

Sony Pictures Home Entertainment
VIDEO RENTALS
1. Fool's Gold, Warner Home Video
2. The Bucket Ust, Warner Home Video
3.Jumper, 20th Century Fox
4. Welcome Home Roscoe Jenkins,

Universal Studios Home Video
5. Be Kind Rewind, Warner Home Video
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

Colors spewed across The
Social's stage Tuesday as the
band Tilly and the Wall entered.
flooding darkness with neon
blasts oflight.
Jamie Pressnall, who is married to bandmate Derek Pressnall. stepped onto her tap-dancing platform and started the
show solo, emitting a sequence
of rapid taps that dedicated listeners knew was the opening to
their song "Too Excited"
As Jamie's taps continued,
REEMA DESAI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Kianna Alarid and Neely Jenk- Tilly and the Wall's bassist and vocalist Kianna Alarid gives the audience the mic at the
ins held a glittery-sign labeled band~ Orlando show on July 22 at The Social, enticing the rockin' ruckus confetti party.
"Too Excited" and joined on
vocals, Derek joined with the dancing arormd, rn just forget
Tun Tucker, 19, a student at
guitar, and Nick White with the · about it and realize you're hav- Manatee Community College
keyboard
ing fun and people can either in Sarasota, told the band that it
Confetti explosions sprayed take it or leave it."
was his girlfriend, Roxy Glunk's
the audience, matching Jenkins'
Among the other songs, 19th birthday, and they dedicatrainbow
dress,
Jamie's which came from their new ed the next song, "Pot Kettle
•sequenced-purple arm warm- album, 0, and previous albums Black," to her. During the song,
ers and Alarid's neon-patterned Bottoms of Barrels and Wild Tucker and Glunk jumped on
leggings.
Like Children, the band didn't stage and danced.
"It's nice to be in the hold anything back - they tap"I was a little shy,'' Glunk
moment," White said
danced and clapped, shook said
Alarid agreed
tambourines and maracas, and
'"Ibe band was really nice,''
"Sometimes I feel like we've toward the show's close,Jenkins Tucker said ''I loved the band, ·
performed so much at this burst a confetti bomb across the the music. [Their sormd is like]
point ... we're comfortable," she audience, bringing musical shazam!"
said. "So it's fun to actually "Rainbows in the Dark" into the
For the band's encore, Alarid
said, 'We would be honored to
think about what you're doing. material world
Beforehand · I think I was so
The audience, comprised play more for you ... what
nenrous, you know, 'oh my god - mostly of long-time listeners, would you like to hear?"
what are the words,' so much sung songs with the band while
fudecipherable shouts mudthat I didn't actually think about tossing balloons in the air, . dled together.
things outside of that. Now it's which Jamie threw into the
''Do you wiint a slow jam or
nice to think about what could I crowd befoi:e the show. Dutjng a fast jam?" Alarid asked.
do here, or what would be a "Sing Songs Along,'' fans shout'"FAST,"
the
audience
more fun dance."
' ed a triwnphant ''LET US BE . answered, in near unison.
When performing "Beat . FREE,'' echoing each word .uter
And the band played their
· Control," Alarid, Jenkins and the band
encore of"The Freest Man" and
Jamie ,synchronously moved
'' Besides knowing· nearly ''Fell Down The Stairs,'' ending
their arms to lyrical punches every lyric, fans became part of with "Nights of the Living
'"Ibe Beat! The Beat! The Beat!" the show by wearing rainbow Dead"
''Who wants to1 dance?" headbands, heart-hoop ear'½nd I feel alive; and I feel
Derek said "Let's get sweaty!"
rings and intricate, colorful pat- so alive," the audience swig
The band infused each song terns.
along with the band, jumping
with elements of spontaneity
Annie Madden, 18, a student and twirling in a sea of confetti
and fearlessness.
at Northeastern University in bombs, floating balloons and
'"Ibe main thing to me was Boston, described the show as green, blue, purple and yellow
getting the point where you can an "audio explosion.".
lights.
tµ1derstand that people react to
"It's a lot of fun to see and a
When the show canie.to a
you on stage tp.e same way you lot of fun to dance," she said
close, the band let listeners
.react to other people on stage,"
Many listeners agreed with know that their overall ·show White said ·
Madden.
the way their music intertwines
Alarid agreed.
"The spirit of the whole with their fan's lives - has not
"Sometimes, me personally, thing --,- the-spirit of fun ended.
I'm thinking too hard about dancing to music; [it was] an
'We'll see you next time,"
what I'm doing, and rn go, 'For- overall party," said Jason Derek said as Jamie, White and
get that!' And once it comes out Anders, 25, a student at Full Sail Alarid waved; and Jenkins gave
more naturally, like even just University.
the audience an air kiss.

so

Millenia recognizes SAV talent
FROM
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scenic view conveying the
idea of observation.
Another artist, Min Pang,
twisted an observation. She
looked up and saw the ceiling. She looked down and
saw the. bed. She looked
across the room and saw the
chair.
Pang to~k the style of
realism to another level Her
paintings, Ceiling, Bed and
Chair, conveyed what
Edward Norton could have
viewed his surroundings as
the manic-insomniac in
1999's Fight Club. Pang's
paintings captured a delusional perspective of those
everyday objects.
The exhibit was officially .
unveiled at arormd 8 p.m. by
former Florida Lt. Gov. Toni
Jennings, who welcomed
the guests in her zebra -patterned sequin~ jacket.
David Rhodes, SVA's
president, made a· surprise
appearance at the exhibit's
opening night.
Also, two artists whose
work is being showcased
attended the opening night.
One of them was John Turner; who graduated from SVA
in 2006. He had seven paintings, divided into two series,
in the show.
People, the first painting
in one of the series, is a
mosaic consisting of little
portraits of people whom
Turner came in contact
with.
.
It also documented the
movies and TV shows he'd
watched that year, he said If
the viewer talces a couple of
steps back away from Peer
pie, then·he or she can see a
subtl~ portrait of Turner
emerging from the little portraits.
''It's an ode to commitment," Turner said
· There are elements in his
paintings that logically lead
into the next painting that
adds on the series. Turner is
· currently working on the
fifth piece.
"Series d-.:i·t have con-

clusions," Tw:ner said "I can still
work on it rmtil fJD. old and gray."
His thesis in SVA-was about
the idea of continuum and visual
narratives, he said
· 'Ibroughout the gallery, there
were conversations exchanged
among the attendees. Some
sipped champagne, some drank
beer out of bottles that were
nicely wrapped with napkins
and some drank juice adorned
with fruit slices on toothpicks.
''This one's my favorite," said
self-proclaimed art enthusiast,
IS-year-old Kendall Braccia, as
she sipped on her juice with the
little fruit slices peeking out of
her see-through plast;ic cup.
Braccia stood in front of a

painpng titled Reaching Out,
which is not produced by any of
the 12 artists. The painting is a
mix between pointillism and
Jackson Pollock. Its subject matter is two figures reaching into a
darkhole-like shape.
"It shows them reaching and
looking for something they don't
know, and searching for something different," Braccia interpreted
Garrick did just that,
searched for something different, when he chose the 12 SVA
artists for The Best & The
Brightest show. The SVA artists'
pieces will be showcased at the
Millenia Fine Art Gallery until
Sept.18.

..
FL, GA, SC LAND SALE
River, creeks; hardwoods, natural pine ,
planted pine, some with development
potential, all have excellent
hunting. View our website
for maps, timber data, etc. ,
St. Regis Paper Co. , 478-987-9700

www.s·t regispaper.com_.
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OUR STANCE

Students inust
watch their wallets

it

E

very year, a new set of students sets foot on campuses around the country,
ready to embark on their college
careers. They look forward to
learning, socializing and simply
enjoying.life as best they can
before they are cast out into the
real world What most students
probably don't look furward to is
the perils of financial responsibility.
Qyisory, a nonprofit online
advocacy and service organization for young adults, released
study this week that details just
how much of a toll the current
economic situation is taking on 18
to 34-year:.Olds. The report, titled
Young People: Living on the
Edge, cites a survey which brings
forward the most important concerns on the minds of young
Americans~ the economy being
paramount this year.
The study illustrates some
deeply disturbing facts about the
young adult age bracket. Three
out df four young people report
having gone deeper in debt over
the past year. One in five reported having had their phone, cable
or utiliti~ cut·off, and one in
seven have faced repossession or
had their credit card cancelled
due to non-payment. One in
three young p_eople who owe
money on a credit card owe more
than $10,000 overall
Yet perhaps the most disturbing fact: Qyisory states that more
than half of all young people have
gone without health insurance at
some point in the past five years
- including 75 percent of thQse
who currently have medical
debts.
"Young adults are ~e most

a

likely age group to be uninsured,
to be educators but financial anawith nearly 20 million individuals lysts as well_
between the ages of18 and 34
This isn't what colleges were
falling into this category," said
meant to be. Tuey weren't meant
Ron Williams, chairman and
to be for-profit companies driven
CEO of Aetna (one of the coun- · by numbers. Education used to
try's largest health insurance
be a top priority, but it doesn't
companies) in a press release.
appear that way anymore.
Administrators scrimp and save
College is just not the same as
every penny possible and then
it was in tnuch of the 20th centuhave the audacity to create quesry. The costs involved with a college education have risen expotionable business partnerships
that affect students' lives. Case in
nentially faster than the overall
point: the ''preferred lender lists"
inflation rate, causing many stuthat were discovered in 2007,
dents to be financially strapped
throughout their college career or alleging that schools around the
country, including UCF, were
forcing them to take out costly
loans. Rising costs are due in part directing students to certain loan
providers and were receiving
to increased demand for college
financial kickbacks in return.
educated workers, corporate
.The economy is obviously difgreed on behalf of companies
ficult for everyone presently; but
that see college students as a
it is hitting especially hard on colgiant ATM and fiscal irresponsibility by the government.
lege campuses where students
Universities used to be run by ·.a re being charged an arm and a
leg for nearly everything involved
educators, not by business people. Most legitimate schools, UCF with their education. Ideally; stu"'
included, are nonprofit, yet every dents would be able to acquire a
college education with little to no
decision usually comes down to
outofpocketexpense.Yet,
the bottom line rather than the
good of the students or faculty.
because qf increased costs, many
students have had to take on jobs
One UCF professor recently said
that they put in a request to their
outside of school and, as Qyisory
schoors dean for a new instrucreports, the number of parents
tor to be hired in their departloaning their children money has
doubled over the last year.
ment. This was to ease the
In reality, it all comes down to
increased workload that had
. responsibility. In business; it is
resulted from faculty turnover
and student demand, which had
the responsibility of a company's
board of directors' to look out for
created larger classes. The dean
the best interest of the shareholdreplied to the professdr's request
by stating that they should subers. Therefore, it is the responsimit a business proposal with a
bility, of administrators to look
out for the best interest of the
cost-versus-benefit analysis that
shareholders in a university would justify the hiring of a new
instructor.
·
the students - because without
Apparently in the 21st century, students, there would be po university.
professors are not only expected

Locavores urge for

edible gardensT

•

•
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he children's book
The Giving 1}-ee tells a
tale of a tree that sacrifices everything
inclucµng its branches, shade and_
fruit for a young boy until only a
stump remains. However, even
the stump serves a final purpose
as a seat for the young boy who
over the years has developed into
an old man.
Similar to this story, we, the
consumer, are abusing the environment and taking advantage of
its ability to provide.
Therefore, locally grown food
would serve the dual purpose of
preserving the environment and
eliminating the middle man that
exists between cultivation and
the consumer.
Kitchen Gardeners International launched the 'Eat the View'
campaign as a way of putting
local foods and their many benefits not only onto America's
political agenda but also onto its
most famous landscape, the
White House lawn," said Roger
Doiron, head ofKGL "It made
sense before and - with food
costs, fuel costs and environmental concerns at all time highs-_it
makes -sense again."
·
KGI is a Maine-based nonprofit network of.6,000 gardeners from 100 countries who serve
to encourage people to cultivate
their own gardens and, in effect,
alleviate the cost of consumption.
His slogans reflect his political
views regarding the cost of an .
industrialized economy; depende~t on the mobilization of produce. ''1,500 miles, 400 gallons,"
read the signs, a succinct way of
displaying the average number of
miles food travels and the gallons
of fuel used in the transport.
According to the Orlando Sentinel, "there's a rising cost of food,
about 45 percent worldwide in
two years" as well as
"recognition of an international
foo_d shortage." In other words,

"[we're] growing corn to feed .
Ifwe as a society insist on
exhausting all of our resources
cars while people are.going hungry,".as reporter Ellen Goodman
instead of learning from our
indicated
predecessors, then we might as
Namely, the campaign Eat the
well prepare for the inevitable: A
world void of biology; natural
View aims to "plant healthy, edible landscapes in high impact,
resources and, ultimately; life.
high visibility places ..." accordThe Web site for Eat the View
ing to the official Eat the View
- suggests ways for concerned
readers to get involved and aid
Website.
the inovement. Primarily; it sugTIJ,e urgency for solutions
such as this are fueled by necessi- gests that interested people identy due to the uncertainty regardtify a landscape with the potening safety and sustainability. For
tial to be "edible-ized" similar to
example, the spinach scare of
the residents of San Francisco
2006 and more recently, the conwho are planting a Victory Gartaminated tomatoes of 2008. Fur- den or the governors of Maine
thermore, natural disasters, such
and New York
as floods or hurricanes, take an
The final step is to vote for
irrevocable toll on the environthe idea of a food garden on the
White House lawn at OnDay- ·
ment, destroying the fertility and
·
One.org..
productivity of the terrain.
The idea of an "edible garden"
Places like San Francisco are
being developed in one of the
showing their adaptive nature as
most politicized locations recogthey acknowledge the likelihood
nized nationally demonstrates
of an ambiguous future.
According to the Food and
the misfortune of the current
Agricultural Organization of the
state of affairs. Our government,
and more importantly our presiUnited Nations, butter pric~s will
dent, need to lead by example
be up 60 percent and vegetable
and adapt to the progressive
oils 80 percent in 10 years. Therefore, it is imperative that we
nature of things to allow for a
· appreciate the forewarning and
solution to end huriger and preserve our environment.
work to be preventive, rather
People are encouraged to sign than reactionary.
a White House Food Garden
Furthermore, scientists associated with the International
Petition as part of the Eat the
Assessment of Agricultural
View campaign wl;lich states,
"The White House is 1\merica's
Knowledge, Science and ":techHouse' and should set a positive - nology for Development predict
that ''today's fossil fuel and
example for the country and the
water-hungry agriculture won't
world ... and showing how we
can meet global challenges such
be able io feed the world" and
therefore they insist on "a more
as climate change, food security
sophisticated, organic, democratand fossil fuel dependence."
Goodman of the Orlan.do Sen- .ic and local agriculture," as
reported in the San Francisco
tinel alludes to former presidents
Chronicle.
such as John Adams, Woodrow
Wilson and the Roosevelts,
Instead of speculating and
hypothesizing possible solutions,
emphasizing their compassion
it is time Americans take advanfor nature with the cultivation of
tage of the solutions that have
a Liberty Garden and a Victory
already been proven to work in
Garden in a time when 40 perthe past and implement them in
cent of the nation's produce
v the future.
came from citizen gardeners.

TERRENCE NOWICKI / THE WESTERN FRONT
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The Future encourages comments from read~rs. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them on line
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

READER VIEWS

C<;>ndemning curiosity
exemplifies.intolerance
What Webster Cook did is something
that should not be condemned. From ·
the article published in the Central Florida Future, it appears that his friend was
curious as to what the Eucharist is and
Cook decided to show this to his friend
Isn't college about curiosity and finding
yourself?-'Ihis definitely fits within the·
realm of curiosity. Yes, it might be
understood as disrespecting the religion,
but the events that took place following
are not appropriate for someone who
was just trying to explain a part of his
religion to a friend
To impeach Webster ·cook is wrong;
it is showing UCF students and the public at large that UCF is intolerant and ·
not understanding of its students'
curiosity.
NAVA COHEN
HISTORY MAJOR
SENIOR2008

Sen. Cook's actions stir
additional societal issues
The case of Webster Cook v. The
Catholic Church is rapidly becoming
ridiculous. B«;!ing ra;ised a Catholic, ~
knew what the consequences of his
actions were going tQ be. You receive
the Eucharist in front ·o f a Eucharistic
Minister - end of story. You can't take
something out of a store because you
"wanted to show it to your friend," and
then come back inside pay for it. Whoever tried to stop him from taking the ·
Eucharist, either physically or verbally,
was right for doing so, just as it wo~d ·
have been right for a store employee to
try and reprimand a shoplifter. Instead
of filing formal complaint or using his
position as a senator to amicably deal
with his concern that the SGA funds a
religious activity on campus, I believe
that he intentiomuly tried to call attention to himself in order to create a
media frenzy. The University of Florida
had Andrew Meyer, now we have Webster Cook Both took radical stances,
garnered national attention and attracted instant Internet fame, and both are
embarrassing to their institutions.
However, I would like to thank Webster for raising a more important societal issue. Attacks against Christianity,
especially Catholicism, are simply not
taken as seriously as attacks on other
religions. I can personally attest to this
after taking an Introduction to World .
Religions course while having the professor look down her nose at me for a
semester for my religious beliefs. Most
reports on this story have been stepping
on eggshells, afraid to side with the
Church in order not to offend anyone
and it infuriates me. If this were any
other religion, there would have bel=?n a
public outcry for action and this issue
would have been resolved the next day
rather than the weeks that it has been
dragged out.
SEAN KELLY

Disrespect warrants an
impeachment procedure
I agree that Mr. Cook should be
impeached from his position in the student senate. He was not acting respectfully toward the Catholic tradition of the
Eucharist and if he did not fully understand it he should not have received it
either. The individual who stopped him
?Has 'well within her right. He receive(# it

und~r false pretenses and tQ take it
home and hold it hostage shows he
knew exactly what he was doing. Mr.
Cook's behavior shows no respect, tolerance 9r diversity and therefore should
not be representing the school in such a
way. Would any other religion be tre!:lted
in such a way? By the way, it is not a
cracker!
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PEGGYSTINNET
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Actions hurtful for -SGA
and the Catholic religion
I write this as a person of faith.I
thought I should my share my thoughts
on the recent article about the SGA Sen.
Webster Cook He chose to receive a
religious symbol and chose to keep the
bread instead of the traditional action of
eating it. We must not rush too quickly
to judgment about the young man. Let
us not get out the stitching yet·to prepare him for his scarlet letter.
There is no doubt without one ounce
of equivocation he made a wrong decision. To take a symbol known to Christians worldwide and attempt to break
protocol was asking for trouble. It is
best to keep in mind this was a gathering of like-minded students who -volunteered to show up. If he did not agree
with their beliefs then he was free to
leave the service at any time. One will
never get a point across to those ,they
wish to inform by desecrating theiri:eligion. . .
I believe the decision on whether he
is impeached can not be based solely on
the concept of insulting a religious institution. Since the stucj.ent government is
a governmental entity and separate from
religious doctrine. H9wever, his behavior alone satisfies even the slightest
notion of possible impeachment. As a
SGA senator, Cook is suppose to be a
paragon of leadership to the UCF community. He is supposed to represent the
institutional apparatus of the schools
government. He not only insulted one·
group, he has negatively reflected the
SGA
This issue goes beyond a person's
position or a newspaper article. It is
something deep within this young man
who chose to cause such controversy.
He may have an antipathy towards religious ihstitutions. Only he can answer
that. An impeachment or public ridicule
will not bring a tangible solution to this
issue. I would recommend that if Cook
wanted to stay on as a senator he would
have to do several things.
1. Meet with leaders of the Catholic
Campus Ministry on campus to discuss
the importance of the Eucharist.
2. Offer tmme sort of apology to tfie
UCF community for causing such contr0versy.
3. Possibly a diversity training course.
Did he willingly and intentionally .
take the Eucharist to· cause harm and
disarray? Did he intentionally ftle a hazing charge against the Catholic ministry
to cause further commotion? If the
answer is yes, then those things say
more about his character than the
church or any other institution ever
could The only scarlet letter this person
needs is "S" for stupidity.
Who wins here? Next week and
always religious organizations will meet,
next week and always there will be
those who hold resentment toward religious institutions. Next week and always
the equation of life will probably remain
the same. The only changes may be felt
in the hearts and minds of those affected probably a long time after these
words or other words will be written.
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

CB&S Bookstores now hiring!
Save on gas by working near school.
we· offer great discounts on textbooks
and UCF gear, plus flexible work
schedules build around your classes.
Mµst be available to start the weeks of
Aug 4th or 11th.
APPi,.Y AT WWW.NEBOOK.JOBS
Post Office Now Hiring! Avg pay $20/hr
or $571</yr. Incl fed, ben, OT. Offer
placed by exam services, not aff w/
USPS which does hiring.
Call (866)497-0989.

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
• Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard _
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
.. Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com
PIT Doggy Dayc11re associate, assis.
·manger, maintenance, & grooming
. assista.n t posistions avail.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.ner•• email
· resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

Executive search and recruiting
firm Is In ne~ of agresslve and
energetic P"ltsales associates.
Great pay and resume builder.
Very flexible hours, fun and young
Orlando C>fflce. 321-257-0812 or
Wllllam.S@CrawfordThomas.com

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com.
Horse ranch needs PT barn help A.M.
Must be an animal lover. Exp. helpful.
Near UCF. Must be available
beginning Aug. 1st. (407) 366-4834.
ATTENTION PC GAMERS!
PT positions avail at Blue Orb' for avid
online PC gamers to develop game
actions for SwitchBladeTM, our cuttingedge software.
Flex Hrs(15-20/wk, $8/hr)
Email elaine@blueorb.com or call
(407) 622-7774
For more on SwitchBlade, check out
switchbladegaming.com.

1300sq ft of Brand New co,mmercial ·
space available. Located within the
beautiful Oviedo Town Centre
community. On Oviedo Blvd. Part of a
new development. Could be used as a
nail, or hair salon .. Please contact
Denisse 407-741-8600

200
2/1 duplex on cul de sac near Dean &
Univ avail now. Big fncd yard. New A/C
& paint.· Small pets welcome..
$850/mo. Call 407-405-3642
3 BR 2 BATH 2 CAR GARAGE HOME
- 5 Min·From UCF First Month/Deposit
$1900/mo. 407-222-4926 www.groundlevelcustoms.com/House

4/2.5/2 UCF/Waterford $·1 575 &
3/2/2 UCF.$ 1375 + security dep
both. All appliances, ceiling fans
in all rooms, pest control & lawn
maintenance included. f=or more
information call 407-568-7608
3bd/2ba/2car garag!;l near
UCF/research park. Fonnal Living rm,
dining rm; tam. rm. Screen porch, big
·yard, fireplace. $1475/month. Iner.
W/D, Avail Aug. 1. Preview Now!
Call Doug 407-920-5201
·
Dancer Auditions
Orlando Magic Dancers
Pre-Audition Classes
Weeks of 7/22 and 8/3
Auditions 8/9
· Call 407-91,6-2675 or visit
www.orlandomagic.com
<http://www.orlandomagic.com/> . ~OE
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pick·u p of moonwalks and
other p~rty supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Pickup/SUV a + but not
required tor deliveries & valid dr.ivers
license/proof of insurance.
-Call 407-701-1245

Downtown Orlando Cathedral seeks
· PT help in our Nursery caring for
children age 3 and under. Previous
childcare experience required. Email
Jennifer Crone at
stlukesnursery@hotmail.com.

•
.,

•
•

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sol y Luna Tanning now hiring
maintinence position. Stop in store for
more info or ca.Ii Holly at 407·277-8686
12074 Collegiate Way, Orlando, 32817

UCF AREA- MANY HOMES
AVAILABLE! Fr.om $900/m6nthl
VIP Real Estate Sales, P.A.
407-482-8598
4/2/2 In Avalon Park Area. Students
welcome. $1590/mo. All appl. incl. ·.
3 yrs old. Gated comm~ picnic area.
407-333-9338 or 407-580-3707

=
a

· Mobile Home 2/1 on canal to Lake
Jesup. Private lot 1 mile to 417, $650
call 407-365-1586

MUST SEE!!!

Home For Rent. 4Bdr/2Bath,
2 Car Garage. Located 2.5 Miles
.From UCF'Main Campus. Lawn Care
and Pest Control Included. $1,800·
/Month. First Month and Deposit
Required. Call J.P. at 40709483884
Dup. 2/2 $859/month located in
Sherwood Forest, 11620 Shilpa Court.
W/D and lawn care included
Call: 321-947-3482

OPENING AUGUST 11TH!
....
NOW INTERVIEWING:
z

+ ·Kitchen Staff +Servers
c::
Pubkeeps
+Gr~eters
z:::, +
Cc + Dishwashers
;'!'; ... 7335 West Sand Lake Road

... <

. . . 'I)

Cl LI.I
....• c::

407-345-1039
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm

Gulffront Parlors

and Sandpiper Suites

3/2 House FOR RENTI W/D, 2°Car
Gar., Lg.Backyard, incl lawn maint. < 5
min. from UCF, New lile, Neat &
Clean, New Paint. Call 863-289-2376
Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex. 2 miles to
UCF. \ 150 'sq ft. Appliances & lawn
service incl. Non-smoking. $1250/mo.
+ security depo!;it. 407-359-500_1
Rent or Lease P_urchase Fully
remodeled 2/2 w/loft townhouse. W/D,
tile floors, living room and dining area.
Great investment for college student. 1
mile from UCF call 407-340-8124
Walden Chase, lovely gated comm.
located 1 mile from UCF. Incl. pool.
3/2.·
.
5 w/upgraded kitchen & .appliances.
W/D More info. call Cherry/Dante 954.
608-4649
Chuluota-2 bd, 2 bath 2 car garage,
large workshop, screened porch, family
room, fenced yard, lakefront.
$1080/month, aug. 1st, 407-365-3648

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
Avail. August
Hurry, wont last!!! $779/mo .
Call 954-648-6644

Large 3/2, 2 Car Garage
Screened Patio, 1,800 square ft $1195
Available NOW
3/2 in Hunter's Trace $1150/mo
Avail ASAP
2/2 'fown House, includes W/D, across
from UCF -' $675/mo
call- 407-898-9010 x 104
www.propman.com
2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage for $700/montl:!. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

The Crest at Waterford Lakes!
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool
Available· August, $550/roommate +
1/2 util. Call (407) 247-6423 .
Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
August. $475/roommate + 1/2 utilities
Call (407) 247-6423

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful, fully furnished l~ke ylew,
1st floor, cond,o nestled in the heart
.. of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months f~ee
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmil@gmail.com.

Econ/Univ area 4/2/2 new
neighborhood Close to UCF & 417
$1725.00/mo Call Joe 407-222-7942

GET ABETTER JOB, TODAY

.,.,
..

t-lalf Off First Month Rent!
1 room Avail. in 4 room house.
$575 month includes everything. 3
guys (jrs/srs) llve In other rooms.
Corner of Alafaya & Chapman in
Oviedo. Don't deal with Waterford
traffic! Only 4 min to UCF. 12 mo.
lease starting August 1. CalVEmall
Steven. 407-6161628/skay99@tampabay.rr.com
2/1.5, $1300, kitchen, laundry, gym,
pool, UTILITIES INCLUDED, Baldwin
Park. Month to month, one month
deposit, 407-739-8891, Gina

M/F wanted for furnished 3/2 home
on lake. Walled Comm, 6 mins to
UCF. $500/mo incl. util. Nonsmoker, sec sys, pool & terinls.
, AvailablE! Aug.
Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448
AVALON PARK: Bedroom with private "
bath in a 4/3 house. $500/month all
utilities (cable, water, internet, elec)
included. 20 min fro11 UCF. For more
info. call/email
thefrigiepenguin@gmail.com, (843) 298-2074

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a
house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lea·se· required, near
UCF and VCC $3,59/mo 813-964-7427
CLEAN, NEAT and FURNISHED
Waterford Lakes room in home avail.
"UTILITIES"·included. Short term OK.
·$450.00 Call Carl 407.538.3394 or
cbfw@psualum.com
Great house to share in Colonial Town.
20 min. to UCF. F looking for 1M/1 F.
Honest, resp, reliable, clean, ref's. 3bd.
Incl. hot tub, cable. elec. $600/mo
(Neg.) $250 Sec Dep. 407-758-2516
F needed for 4/2 home with pool in
Casselberry. $600/mo all util incl. Must
love dogs! 407-470-3083 or
mrshammer@cfl.rr.com

•

RATES

HelpWanted:General
HelpWanted:Part-Tme
Help Wanted: Full-lime
BusinessOpportunities
ForRentHomes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

C
C
C
B
B
B
A
A
B

!Im
325 f1JrSale:Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 ForSale:~

Room.for rent. In 4 bd home w/ pool.
Minutes from UCF. Female pref, small
pets are welcome. $500/mo. utilities &
internet incl. Avail NOW! 954-3,04-7787

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Wonhip

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

'-

5 3I
5 !l

Looking for a non-smoker, neat and
responsible female roommate to share
a·3/2 house in Waterford Lakes with 2
other girls. Hardwood floors, fireplace,
only 12 mins from UCF. $500 a month
plus utilities. Call(305) 206-3831
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Neat and clean Females wanted for
Large 5/3 on lake in gated
community. Safe and quite
neighborhood. Near Waterford lakes,
minutes from campus. 600/mo.
Digital cable, high speed internet,
water and electric all included.
Graniie and stainless steel kitchen
and large rooms. Pis call Cathryn at
407-435-4491 or email
CatYoung85@aol.com
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

L-.-

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

·CROSSWORD

Large room with priv. bath & extra
'storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 seq.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

ACRO~S
1 Once owned
'4 Milanese eight
· 8 Protect
14 "Xanadu" band
15 G.I. absentee
16 Demosthenes
or Cicero. e.g.
17 Braves In box
scores
18 January
honoree
19 Race of-giant
gods
20 Clumsy oaf
22 Desensitizes
24 Piloted a glider
26 Mineo or Maglie
27 Retirement grp.
30 Sjgns on
32 Braggart
35 Most savory
37 Former plum
38 Slowpokes .
41 Selling feature
44 Establish firmly
48 Insistent desires
51 Breakfast cereal
52 Preferred one
53 Decay
55 Stage whispers
-56 Freezing
59 Outer garment '
60 Lure with ·false
promises
63 Helps out
65 Shoshone
66 Concurred
67 Mall event
68 Hogan of golf
69 Plant science
7.0 Branching
. diagram
7~ 6-polnters

Individual leases available in a newly
refurbished 3/2 furn. or unfurnished
home off University. 7 mins from UCF!
Mature or grad student wanted.
$525/mo util. incl, W/D (407) 617-0805 '
Responsible N/S Male to share
beautiful.fully furnished 2/2 Condo 1/2
mile from UCF-wood floors,cath.
ceiling.new appl(c1,nces,washer/dyerclubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts.
Utilities and cable included. $600/mo
avail. now - Call 813-763-5517
Room for rent in 3/2 house near UCF.
Private bedroom and bathroom
included. There is also an office for
use as well. The rent is 520 plus 1/2
· the utilities. Only a total of two
roomates, avail. now. Looking for a
clean, q·u iet grad student. Please call
· or e-mail Noel nmarie39@aol.,com or
(561) 302-2998.
- Room for rent in 3/2.5 townhome in
Ava!on Park. Furnished livirw area with
· wireless internet, 50" TV, community
· gym, pool, tennis and basketball
courts . $550 everything included. Call
. Mike (954) 234-3953
ROOM FOR RENT: Female preferred
for nice clean quiet 4 bedroom home in
Oviedo. Owri bathroom and tv.w/cable
included. ·Non smoking preferred, but
can smoke outside. $450.00 a month
includes all utilities and cable. $200
refundable deposit required. Pis call
Mary at 321.262.4846 .

Room's available In great
neighborhoods close to UCF. Rent
includes ALL utilities• water,
electric, high speed wireless
internet and digltal cable. Perfect for
students! 525-550. contact Ryan for
more info at (321)258-1391.
Roomate Wanted!II!
· Like New House 1/2 Mile from UCF
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, furnished
.living room, full kitchen, cable tv and
wireless internet. This and all utilities
for just '$550/month
Facebook Dan S6uto or email
sourpatch64@aol.com
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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Rate A

First issue:
Each add.I issue:

I

Huge Room w/private bath in 5B/3.58a
3500sf 2-story House in Gated Subd at
UNIV & DEAN (4026 Hollow Crossing
Dr) $500/mo ALL Info 407-489-0591
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11 LAX stat

12 Persona_
grata.
13 GPs
21 Harness-racing
horse
23 Diplomat
Hammarskjold
25 T.S. and
George
27 R•V connection
28 D.C. VIP
29 Exist
3'1 Mach+ Jet
DOWN
33 Massenet
Cellular phone
works
34 "
and Old
attachment
City in the
Lace"
Alleghenies
36 Sock end
39 Gerund maker
Bucks
40 Bestride
·
Adult acorn
41 Sports org.
Thumb twirler
Speecl"] subllety 42 That girl
Korbutand
43 Brood
45 Certainly
others
I'm all ears!
46 Like soccer
_ go bragh!
• shoes
Slnger_Domtno
47 Hurries

7/24/08
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Last issue solved
49 All the rage
50 Org.
54 Drlnk to
56 Something to
think about
57 "Fargo"
brothers

58 Con artist
60 Retriever, for
short
61 Conceit
62 Gallery work ·
64 Bishop's
territory

SoJution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Roommate Needed at
Riverpark 2/2 Fully furnished
except your room. $519Electric/Internet Seperate. Call
Skylar 941-224-4066
Available July 30th!
Roommate Wanted
Gated Community 5 Minutes from UCF
ort Alafaya Large Room/Closet w/
Balcony shared bathroom
$595 per month + 1 /3 electric
Call Dana at 407-376-1636

l:m FOR SALE:
~ Homes

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Dwn pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,boo
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874 .

Roommate needed in 3/2 house.
Front/back patio. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedroom not furnished. Master $525.
house furnished. New carpet, new
paint. Call 407-923-9281
Non-Smoker, female prefered, ASAP
near UCF & Waterfor.d Lakes in a nice
quiet new house within conservation
area, W/D, $450/mo. util. inc.
please call 407-249-2059

Flextone Ill XL 2x12 150w Stereo
Combo Amp with FBV Short Board
Pedal, $550 for both.
Call 321-795-5581 or email
chrisbiddulph@gmail.com for details

ANNOUNCEMENTS
UCF Parents NEW PRICE $134,500.
Great 3/2 attached home, new
roof, new carpeting, replumbed,
screened porch, split bedroom
plan.Call Debby Risley, REALTOR,
Coldwell Banker Residential Real
Estate 407-721-6399
Place your ad in minutes!
VfWW.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Gibsoa Artist NICOLE PATRICK
is having a CD Release Party at
the Gibson Showroom 25 East
Central Blvd Thursday July 24,
2008 from 6pm - 9pm. FREE Live
Performance, Snacks and Drinks.
www.NlcolePatrlck.com RSVP
954-665-8484

2 bed/2.5 bath townhouse less than a
mile from UCF, new kitchen, ale, tile,
and toilets, ample parkfng, fenced in
patio, pet friendly, call: 941-628-8959

Mobile home for sale 12x64 3 BDR
2bath.Screened porch and storage.
Washer Dryer . Mai Tai Village off
Goldenrod minutes from 408 and
airport access. $9500 080.

Line 6 Guitar Amp For Sale

Yamaha EMX512SC 1000 Watt 12
Input 8 Channel Powered Mixer and
2 Peavey PV215 2x15" 2 Way
Passive PA Cabinets. Cables and 2
mies w/boomstands included, $800.
Call : 321-795-5581 or email
chrisbiddulph@gmail.co'm for details.

1-2 Rooms Available ASAP!!! Dean
Rd.·
Female.n/s.no pets.$475/month
(i_ncludes utilities) 609-330-3673
Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

350

. P.A. System for Sale

· 1 room avail in 4/2 Male preferred.
10 min from UCF , $525/mo ALL
UTIL INCL! Avail 1:\/1 ($150 electric
cap) Call 813-264-9284

Room for rent in 3/2 home in
Ashington Park. New and clean. 5
mins from UCF. Quiet community,
avoid traffic. High-speed internet, ·
wireless, and premium cable.
$495/mo util incl. Call 407-595-1183
Grad student seeking female
roommate for 3/2-home in Waterford
Lakes. $450 plus utilities. Email
TLCDream02@aol.com or call 561445-6079.
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[m!] ROOMMATES

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
an appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369.

.

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

100

•

•

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover,. Cash, Check

J

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.(om/classifieds

•

..

The S~dent Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Entertainment Center for Sale
Excellent condition, adjustable modular
construction
Top shelf and cabinets have 3-level
lighting
Side & bottom cabinets for storage
Dimensions: 28"w x 22"d (each side
pillar)
Price: $600.00 / 080, ready for pickup
· in the Oviedo area
Contact: Vic 407-736-2267 (7am to
3pm) or
407 365-3366 in the evening

Paying CASH ·1or used or broken
laptops. Also selling good laptops
CHEAP and doing repairs.
Ask for Ron 407-366-5584
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www. Centra/FloridaFuture. com
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UCFNEWS·

· Do you want to get
news and updates
from the. Central
Florida Future?
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Reply A to set alert.
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How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636? .

,.
.,

"
"

~entral :floriba :future
•

•
•
•

Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEVVS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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